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Abstract

This paper investigates a technique to apply the Grab-
Cut algorithm to single-subject images without requiring
human delineation of a bounding box to separate fore-
ground from background pixels. The proposed technique
uses a weighted combination of several known methods of
distinguishing pixels in regions of an image. Implemented
are means of hue and intensity, Canny line density and So-
bel gradients.

1. Introduction

Segmentation and outlining is a significant problem in
computer vision. A library of properly indexed object, sep-
arated from their backgrounds, is important for building ob-
ject identification learning sets. Search engines and other
aggregators have indexed vast numbers of images; Google
alone had indexed 1 billion images already in 2005. The
images are indexed semantically, but vary widely in both
the accuracy of their indexing and in types of images. This
project is conceived as creating one component among sev-
eral that would allow the vast stores of images which have
been collected and sorted by linguistic tags by search en-
gines to be used by computer vision researchers without
manual selection or preprocessing. It would best be used
preceded by an algorithm that determines the likelihood that
the image in question is a single-object foreground image,
and succeeded by an estimate of the quality of the segmenta-
tion. While these additional problems are beyond the scope
of this project, the software developed will output data that
may be useful in solving them.

Many photographs consist of a single subject against a
background, with the subject located toward the center of
the image to provide a focus. Using this knowledge, it
should be possible to automate the creation of a selection
box for the Grab-Cut algorithm to use for separating the
foreground object from the background. Sometimes, hu-
man segmentation has been used for this, but automated
approaches are obviously preferred. One approach that
has shown promise is the Grab-Cut algorithm, pioneered
by Rother, Kolmogorov, and Blake (2004), with further
work done by others, including Cui, Yang, and Wen (2008).

Grab-Cut method requires some human input; the user must
place a rectangular outline around the foreground object.
This project hopes to automate this process for a subset of
images.

2. Grab Cut
The Grab-Cut algorithm, pioneered by Rother, Kol-

mogorov, and Blake (2004), uses a minimum-energy Gaus-
sian Mixture Model algorithm to find and discard back-
ground pixels in a foreground area delineated by a human-
defined rectangular bounding box. Consequently, the most
important criteria for a good result is having a good selec-
tion of all types of background pixels outside of the bound-
ing box when the Grab Cut algorithm is run. While restrict-
ing the bounding box to the tightest possible dimensions
around the foreground object is desirable, it is not essential,
provided pixels from all of the background features are sig-
nificantly represented outside of it. If the bounding box cuts
through the foreground object, then worse results are to be
expected, with some foreground pixels removed. Also, ex-
isting implementations of Grab Cut consider all pixels out-
side of the bounding box to automatically be considered as
background, and are hence removed, although one could,
conceivable, implement Grab cut in a way that follows the
minimum energy snake outside of the box. Grab Cut is it-
erative, and for this project all examples of Grab Cut us-
age, both automated and manual, use a two iterations. This
number was chosen because a subjective look at manually
bounded Grab Cut segmentations using the dataset showed
this to give the best result in most instances. The implemen-
tation of Grab Cut used in this project was from the function
included in the OpenCV library, version 2.2. Jahangiri and
Heesch (2009), have proposed a modified Grab-Cut for sim-
ple images with little variation in background color and rel-
atively high contrast between foreground and background.
The interactive trimap generation central to the original for-
mulation of GrabCut is replaced by a tentative approxima-
tion of the background using active contours. I propose in-
stead to use the original Grab-Cut, with automated box loca-
tion, with the hope of achieving success with more complex
backgrounds.



3. Datasets

The project used a dataset comprised of a subset of
the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset, and a set of images
selected from Google’s image database, chosen from the
single-word search terms, "flowers", "trees", "persons",
“trees”, “houses”, and “ambulances”. All images are hand
selected for having a single foreground object, sized such
that an appropriate bounding box would have a large pro-
portion of the total pixels in the image, with an approximate
minimum being 25% and for most images being 50% or
greater. 40 such images have been chosen from the Berke-
ley Segmentation Dataset, and another 40 from Google,
with five images taken for each search term, with the ex-
ception of the term “persons”, where ten have been selected,
five being full-body images, and five being head and shoul-
der portrait-type images.

The images chosen represent a good challenge for the
algorithm. All have realistic backgrounds. (ie. no pre-
segmented images with a white or black background) The
majority contain objects completely contained within the
image, but some have objects which are partially cropped,
such as the head and shoulder portraits discussed above.
These images are important to challenge the algorithm to
deal with cases where at least one edge of the bounding box
should be at the image boundary.

4. Algorithm

The algorithm used iteratively takes vertical and horizon-
tal pixel slices from the edges of the image. These were pre-
sumed to be background, and were evaluated by a weighted
list of criteria including the mean of the hue, the mean of the
saturation values, Sobel gradients and line-density. The line
density calculation used the Canny line detector algorithm,
with They were compared to the remainder of the image,
presumed to contain the foreground object, and were pro-
gressively thickened until they begin to converge with the
foreground data. A two-pass algorithm was used, with the
first pass being a naive, and comparing all the pixels on the
foreground side of the line to all the pixels on the back-
ground side.

Image1. The red band below shows the proposed slice;
all pixels above are considered potential foreground for the
naive pass.

A preliminary bounding box was created by the naive
pass, and a second pass was then made. For the second pass,
the boundaries for all of the edges other than the working
edge being evaluated were considered to belong to the fore-
ground, but the background was only calculated for the area
outside of the working edge, and between the two edges
perpendicular to it (see Image 2).

Image 2. The grayed out area represents the proposed
foreground after the first pass, and the red area shows the
background slice for the second pass.

At that point, the rectangular box defined by the slices
was used to run the Grab-Cut algorithm, as defined in the
papers listed above. The slices are started seven pixels from
the image boundaries to avoid edge effects. If the best dif-
ferentiation was found to be at the initial slice, then the
boundary for that edge are pushed out to the edge of the
image. All edges are pushed out two pixels to avoid clip-
ping small projections from the foreground object.



5. Results

The results were mixed, but promising for future
work. The methodology for determining the
error rate was very simple; the pixels of the
automated Grab Cut were compared to those
of the manually bounded sample. All differ-
ences were considered to be errors of the auto-
mated version, which was usually, but not al-
ways the case. An error of .12064 was found
with weightings of for hue of 11, saturation 8 ,
Sobel gradient 3 and edge density 3. The best
performing images were those with the most
clearly defined foreground/background separa-
tion, as might be expected. The algorithmic
performed worst where there was little differ-
ence between the foreground and the back-
ground, or when the image intersected with one
of the edges. The algorithm for handling edge
intersections was clearly inadequate.

Image.
3. These images show a good re-
sult, despite a challenging background.

Image 4. This
image illustrates the problem with edge-
intersecting object images.



Image 5. With portraits, the algorithm always focused
on the face, rather than integrating the torso as well.

6. Conclusions
The error rate for this process at this time still precludes

good aesthetic results, but since the most serious problems
seem to involve cropping the foreground, rather than leav-
ing the background intact, it may be useful even in its cur-
rent state for creating feature libraries. Future work to im-
prove this algorithm will include adding additional differ-
entiators to the pixel analysis, especially a better texture
descriptor than Sobel gradients. The algorithm can likely
also be improved by adding a threshold level for moving



the boundary inward; that would both avoid cropping and
help with the edge-intersecting object image problem. It
would likely also be helpful to compare only the portion of
the foreground nearest the working edge during the second
pass to create a greater differentiation. Han, Tao, Wang,
Tai, and Wu [2009] have integrated an MLNST texture dis-
criminator into the Grab-Cut algorithm. Anything that im-
proves Grab-Cut generally will improve the performance of
its automated version. This code creates the opportunity
to numerically describe the difference between the interior
and exterior of the box. It may be possible to use this de-
scription to predict the likelihood that the image is a single
subject image, or that it is a good candidate for automated
Grab-Cut.
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